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Welcome to the milestone 75th edition of Chain Mail
The first edition of CM - published in 1997, soon after Bike North began - featured a ride to Blayney, and
Loop the Lake. 

This edition of Chain Mail highlights those Autumn Classics, along with much more.

Fran Griffin gives us an overview of events coming up in the next
few months - there's something for everyone.

Doug Stewart previews the BNCC in its tenth year: he's devised
some new challenges for the event.

Debbie Edwards reminds you of what you need to get through
some of the more vigorous events - "Food Is Fuel".

Keith Griffin has a look back at last year's Autumn Classics.

And Mal Hart takes us to Adelaide for the Tour Down Under,
where we get up close and personal with cycling's elite.

After that, take a look at the calendar, pick your rides, and start training for some great events.
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2011 Autumn Classics
by Fran Griffin

While the Pro-Tour riders are getting their legs going in the
European Spring Classics, we in Bike North have an even more
important and challenging (well, it's all about perspective) series -
the Autumn Classics. These are not all Bike North rides, but every
year a strong contingent of BN riders take part in this range of
rides from March to May.

Tour de Hills - Sunday 6 March
Start and Finish: Rouse Hill Town Centre
Website: http://www.tourdehills.com.au/ 

This ride, run by Castle Hill Rotary, is a fund raiser for Hear the Children Early
Intervention Centre, which assists hearing impaired children with speech. It attracts a
large number of riders, and passes along some great roads in north-western Sydney.
There are prizes for the best fundraisers, and a lucky draw, which includes a pretty nice-
looking road bike.

One option is the 13km family ride, on cycleways and child friendly. Then there is a 30km
ride taking in some popular cycling roads with reasonably challenging terrain. The 60km
option is a double lap of the 30km route, so the challenge is to get around before the
30km riders! The 100km route goes twice around a challenging but very scenic 50km
route.

Having not done this ride myself, I can only report hearsay. But apparently the climb in
Glenhaven Rd is pretty notorious. There are water and toilet stops on all of the routes,
and every rider gets a free lunch at the end of the ride.

Loop the Lake - Sunday 13 March
Finish: Speers Point Park on Lake Macquarie. Various starting points
Website: http://www.loopthelake.com.au/ 

Loop the Lake raises
funds for the Play
Therapy Program at
John Hunter Children's
Hospital. If the weather
is good, it's a gorgeous
ride. Note that it's
worthwhile getting to
the start really early
and being on the road
ahead of the crowds!
The routes are
marshalled and there
are plenty of water
stops, with food and
entertainment provided
at the end.

There are three distances to choose from. A leisurely 16km route starts at Belmont South,
a 50km route starts at Morisset, and the 84km route is a complete loop around Lake
Macquarie, starting and finishing at Speers Point, and catching up with the shorter routes.

Whilst I recall there are some rough roads, this is a very do-able ride over varying terrain
that is not as difficult as many of our local rides of similar distances. Notwithstanding,
there are some decent hills, mostly in the early part or the 84km route, that will challenge
everyone. But then, any ride is as hard as you make it! Even the 16km ride has a
significant pimple half-way through.
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Blayney to Bathurst Cyclosportif Challenge -
Sunday 10 April
Start: Carrington Park Blayney 
Finish: Pit Straight, Mt Panorama, Bathurst
Website: http://www.b2b.asn.au/ 

B2B is a cyclosportif event, which means that it is a real race, attracting state and
national level riders, but it's also a participation event, so that we mere mortals can take
part. Organised by Cycling NSW with the Rotary Club of Bathurst, Daybreak Inc and
Bathurst Cycling Club (home club of Mark Renshaw), this event is timed. Every rider gets
a transponder and an official recorded time, and there are prizes for age groups, as well
as lucky draws at the end.

Whilst this sounds all very serious, many riders take their snacks along and enjoy a good
day out, with the most spectacular scenery. The ride is well marshalled (not that there's
much traffic out there anyway), and the water stops are well placed. There is plenty of
food, and a carnival atmosphere, at the end in Pit Straight.

Now Blayney is at about 940m above sea level and Pit Straight is at 700m, so this should
be essentially downhill, right? Well not really... both the 70km and 110km routes climb up
to well over 1000m, before plunging, and climbing and plunging to river level (650m), and
climbing up to Mt Panorama. There are some very fast and exhilarating descents, but the
climbs are nothing worse than we are used to in Sydney.

The main hazards on B2B are the cat-heads - anyone who has done Tour de Cowra
knows all about these - nasty little three-pronged things that are invisible on the road and
deadly to tyres! The advice is not to ride near the edge of the road, especially on the
corners where the gravel (and cat-heads) have been sprayed onto it by cars. And don't
put your bike anywhere near anything that could ever have been green! Oh, and watch
out for the kangaroos.

The Saturday is a day of racing at Mt Panorama, but this is only for licensed racing
riders. In the morning, there is the NSW Hill Climb Championships, which takes riders on
a tortuous climb up a back road to the top of Mt Panorama. In the afternoon, there are
graded criterium races, around a short course behind the pits - great spectator event!

Tour de Cowra - Friday 22 to Friday 29 April
(Easter+)
Start and Finish: Rose Garden Cafe, Cowra
Website: http://www.bikenorth.org.au/cycling/tdc11/ 

This is Bike North's premium out-
of-town event, now in its eleventh
year. It's not a fund raiser; we're
just there to have a fantastic
time, with riders usually
numbering (and sometimes even
aged) in the seventies. Cowra
boasts lots of things to do, for
those bringing non-riding spice
(plural of spouse), partners, kids
etc.

All rides are at your own pace,
with no leader or sweep. Riders take their maps and navigate for themselves, some
groups having full day adventures, others riding peloton style, chasing that elusive best-
ever average speed. All important though, is how the legs feel the next morning - there is
an art to riding hard day after day.

Distances range from 30km to 140km, with shorter options or shortcuts available on the
longer rides. The terrain is varied: choose from almost dead flat to horribly hilly, and
anything in between. And of course the scenery is gorgeous, as is the weather (usually -
oops, hope I haven't jinxed it!) and the lack of traffic. Bring your spares though, it's a cat-
head bonanza out there!

The campsite atmosphere at the Cowra Van Park is friendly and inclusive, with a large
ring of chairs around the BN gazebo every evening. Dinner outings are arranged both
officially and informally, or just cook for yourself if you are well equipped. There are lots of
motels and pubs for those not wanting to camp, but book soon, Cowra is buzzing at
Easter.
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Bike North Century Challenge - Sunday 1 May
Start and Finish: Wahroonga
Website: http://www.bikenorth.org.au/cycling/annual_events.php 
Also see Doug Stewart's article in this edition – Ed.

This is the 10th anniversary BNCC - yes, we have been silly enough to suffer this really
tough event for that long! This year has new routes, designed especially to inflict
maximum pain ;-)

There are three distances - 60km, including some of our favourite northern Sydney climbs;
100km, with some more of our favourite northern Sydney climbs; and 160km (= 100 miles,
hence "Century").

Everyone in BN who is comfortable
on rides at medium level, or on the
hillier easy-medium rides, can take
on at least the 60km route. The idea
is that you do a ride that is longer
and harder than your normal
weekend outings (yep, that's why it's
a "Challenge").

There is no leader or sweep, but
there are checkpoints, with a friendly
(if gloating) BN face, water, jelly
babies and lots of encouragement.
Riders form teams of two to four,
and tackle the ever-growing
mountains together. The emphasis is
on self-reliance; pacing yourself over
a longer distance and harder terrain
than you are used to; and yes, trying to finish by sunset!

The BBQ in the park at the end is fabulous, and the smell of cooking is detectable to
famished riders as far away as Cowan. Every team is cheered on arrival at the finish, and
of course lots of lies are told and stories exaggerated, over hot snags.

Part of the fun is planning your food and drink strategy for the day, loading the pockets
with all sorts of yummies, and trying to work out how to get served quickly when you stop
to buy stuff.
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Ride to Riverstone - Sunday 1 May
Start and Finish: Cnr Park, Pitt & Market Streets, Riverstone
Website: http://ride2riverstone.com.au/ 

For those wanting some good distances, but not over the Northern Sydney Mountains,
this ride offers distances of 10, 30, 55, 80 and 100km. The routes are loops based
around Riverstone, taking in the rolling terrain and pleasant scenery of rural north western
Sydney. The 80km and 100km are double loops of the course.

Ride to Riverstone is organised by The Riverstone & District Lions Club with the
assistance of CAMWEST, for the benefit of The Australian Lions Childhood Cancer
Research Foundation.

The routes are marshalled, there are water stops and a sag wagon is provided. The day
ends with lunch, presentation, Charity Auction and entertainment at Riverstone Sports
Centre. There are various prizes for fundraising and even best cycling kit!

Great Hunter Cycling Classic - Sunday 22 May
Venue: Pokolbin

This is another cyclosportif event
run by Cycling NSW, although full
details and event website are not
yet available. Again, it is a race
for the serious, but anyone can
enter and ride, and get an official
time.

The route is a 20 km loop around
some backroads near Pokolbin.
There are options to do three laps
(60km) or five laps (100km). The
route is well marshalled, but after
the first lap you know where you
are going. The scenery is lovely.

Most riders will find a group going around at roughly the right speed to stay with. Or you
can simply let the pelotons go past and ride at your own pace. The terrain is not too
challenging, but is certainly not flat. The road conditions, except for the Broke Rd, are
quite good. I really hope they have fixed the Broke Rd - maybe after all the rain its state
is such that the local council will do something about it. Otherwise race organisers
encourage you to imagine you are riding the cobblestone streets of the Paris-Roubaix!

It's going to be an awesome autumn of cycling, so it's time to look
forward to a bit less heat and hopefully some drier weather. There
are, of course, plenty of BN rides on in the next couple of months
to help us get our summer lazy-legs back into shape. See you on
the road!
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Eating on the Tour
by Debbie Edwards

Participating in Tour de Cowra this Easter? Or are there other cycling challenges on your
books? If you're planning on embarking on any of the more strenuous events this year,
you'll need to consider the type of fuel you need to keep those wheels a-spinning.

Fuel = Food!!!! In this article I will give you some ideas for eating while on Tour de
Cowra (TdC). TdC offers a range of rides with varying degrees of difficulty. With this in
mind, planning your meals and what to take with you in pockets, panniers or packs is a
must. What you eat before and after the rides is equally important. Your planning should
start in Sydney before you head west over the Blue Mountains. You will need to bring
your provisions for the first few days; on Good Friday the shops are closed, and the rides
on Easter Saturday will likely start before the shops open. Additionally, on some rides
there is nowhere to buy food during the ride.

The challenge for first time TdC riders is the non-stop riding. This makes re-fuelling a
little more difficult ,but do not underestimate the need to regularly eat food AND drink
plenty of water while riding. Waiting until you have completed 40-odd kilometres is too
late.

For instance, take Fred. He is a keen BN rider, pretty fit and has a road bike. He weighs
around 70kg and will be doing the Mt Collins Ride. This is a 72km route, with a stop at
Wattamondara (at the 27km mark), a well earned rest at the top of Mt Collins after about
8-10km of uphill riding (at 48km) followed by a ripper of a downhill run back to Cowra to
complete the 72km loop. He will need 8-10g of carbohydrate/kg body weight to refuel
daily. This equates to 560-700g of carbohydrate (CHO) a day. To achieve this he will
need to plan his meals and snacks, before, during and after the ride.

What should Fred's eating pattern look like? As you can see from the table on the right,
Fred ate and ate and ate and drank and managed to consume 596.5g CHO (the
recommended range being 560-700g CHO). He took quite a bit of this food with him on
the ride. Without it, he would have only consumed 459g CHO and would not have been
able to refuel adequately.

Careful planning will ensure that you (like Fred) will have plenty of carbs to eat on the
rides. Obvious items include bread, jam, fresh fruit, dried fruit, fruit juice, sports drinks
(powder version is cheapest), Space Food sticks, muesli bars or even some of the sports
bars (easy to carry but expensive), fruit cake, chocolate, jelly beans, jelly babies etc.

g
CHO

subtotal

Breakfast
1/2 cup raw rolled oats (cooked) 25
250mls milk 12.5
2 slices toast (scrape marg/butter) 25
1 1/2 Tablespoons jam 25
120 mls fruit juice 10
Tea or coffee 97.5
At Wattamondara:
1 banana 25
350mls Sports drink 25 147.5
At Mt Collins:
A jam sandwich (2 slices bread) 50
5 dried apricot halves + 1 Tablespoon sultanas 25
1 apple 12.5 235.0
NOTE: Fred drank 1.5 litres of water during the ride
Back at Cowra:
1 large chicken, cheese and asparagus roll 50
1 chocolate thick shake 50
2 space food sticks 30 365.0
Dinner (cooked in camp based on recipe from Survival for
the Fittest – cookbook from the Australian Institute of Sport :
Spaghetti bolognese (150g pasta/serve) 97
1 cup canned fruit + 2/3 cup custard 50
200mls cordial 12.5 524.5
Supper at Camp Kendrick sitting around the "camp fire"
swapping stories and tall tales:
Fruit cake 27
5-6 pieces of chocolate 20
250mls fruit juice 25 596.5
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Recipe for Puncture
Repairs
While Debbie's advice about how much you need to eat
on long rides might have whetted your appetite, here is
another kind of recipe that many newbie Classic ride
participants have found extremely satisfying - Ed.

Ingredients:

1 repair kit containing:

1 tube of glue (no hardened stuff!!)
1 piece of chalk wrapped in Gladwrap
1 piece of rough sandpaper
small patches

1 spare tube that fits your tyres
A pump that works and you can use
Tyre levers

Method:

1. Swear (silently)
2. Change gears to little ring at front and rear (if rear wheel)
3. Undo brakes
4. (a) take out repair kit / close teat on water bottle (b) turn bike upside down
5. Check for invader in tyre: if found, circle with chalk and remove invader if possible
6. Undo quick release to take wheel off
7. Let all air out of tube if necessary
8. Use tyre levers to get one side of tyre off the wheel
9. Check location of chalk mark on tyre to similar location on tube

10. Take tube out and inflate to locate hole
11. Either repair hole or use spare tube
12. Run finger around inside tyre (beware lashed finger effect)
13. Remove invader from tyre
14. Put small amount of air in tube
15. Find valve hole – insert value stem (make sure it is straight) and push tube into tyre
16. Using thumbs / heel of hand to push tyre bead into rim (NB using levers may pinch tube)
17. Pump up tyre – secure wheel on bike
18. Ensure wheel rotates freely
19. Reconnect and adjust brakes
20. Place derriere back on seat, feet back on pedals and get going!
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Bike North Century Challenge - the 10th
year
by Doug Stewart, Event Organiser

Cyclists have been riding "centuries" for over a century. It has always been a challenge,
but critically also a personal achievement - usually the culmination of years of effort.
Unless someone sets us a goal to strive for, motivation can be hard to find.

Back in 2001, I heard about an event in the USA which combined three events into one,
which allowed cyclists at varying levels of ability to achieve new goals at the same place
and time. The key was to create a starting point and two different loops, which could be
combined into a third and longer challenge. I thought that Bike North could benefit from
transposing this event into our local context. With the approval of the BN Executive the
BNCC was born, and on 1 May 2011 we are running the 10th great event.

The event was instantly successful and has run over a number of different routes,
although the main "100km Classic Century" route has had only minor changes. Hundreds
of members have taken part over the years with universally positive outcomes. There are
a range of key elements underlying the design of the event, which contribute to the
event's success:

The inclusive nature of three different challenges in one - allows groups to mix and
share, and all be challenged.
The great park at the start/finish allows comfortable space to mix and relax.
Starting and finishing at the one point means there are no hassles of returning to
the starting point, as there are on the point to point rides.
The railway station means we have transport options to and from the ride and
importantly during the ride in case of withdrawal.
The routes, generally in Bike North territory, are scenic cycling on ideal roads
through our national parks and familiar to many riders.
Detailed self-navigation ensures that there is no need for leaders or sweeps.
Plenty of cafes along the way to give options for stopping and refueling.
Checkpoints along the way give moral support but also help us keep track of the
riders.

The format of small teams working together and helping each other to solve
physical and mental challenges.
That riding groups must stay together but separated from other groups, removes
the need for special event plans and permissions. We are just a number of very
small groups of cyclists on the road.
The first weekend in May provides adequate length of sunlight while ensuring cool
weather for the effort.
The Members Only rule, the event catering and no charge keeps the event small
and specially rewarding for members of Bike North.

After some years with a different route for the 160km challenge, a brand new route for
2011 brings us back to the original philosophy, and the greatest challenge yet. The eight
hills allow riders to take on both sides of the four major gorges in the area without
repeating any section of the route because the route is different in each direction. A
checkpoint part-way through at the start/finish point gives riders not only a chance to
review their progress but a mental challenge as they head off for the second time. As
well as a new route, this year the 160km challenge has a new name too: “The Mike Bate
Imperial Century”. The Bike North Executive decided to name this route to remember
Mike Bate, a Bike North member who was tragically involved in a fatal accident while
riding his bicycle at the start of 2010. Mike enjoyed long and difficult rides and would
certainly have taken on this new route with a sense of anticipation. 

The BNCC sees scores of members cycling every year; collectively travelling many
thousands of kilometres by bike with no fuss at all, apart from a few mechanical incidents.
Riders set and reach personal goals, and most take on their hardest ride of the year.
Many find that the extra fitness and road cycling confidence helps to change their view of
cycling and their capabilities, and then they use that to reach even more fitness and
transport outcomes.

I must make a special mention of the many non-riding volunteers who have made the
BNCC such a success: from admin jobs, to route checkpoints to catering, all lifted the
BNCC to another level for everyone involved. So to you, a special thanks.

Congratulations to all the riders of the BNCC in the past 9 years and we look forward to
tens of thousands of kilometres in the years to come. Why not take the challenge and
become part of a record number of riders on the road in 2011?
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Everything you need to know about entering the 2011 BNCC
Just like any serious self-improvement plan, there are ten steps to preparing for the BNCC. Event
organiser Doug Stewart explains what you need to do to take the Challenge.

1. Get excited! This is the best cycle event for Bike North members. It covers the best cycling roads, is not a crowded
mass event, has the most challenges, is right on our doorstep and is completely free of charge. Nothing else
compares with our own event, so if you only do one big event this is the one.

2. Note the conditions. This is NOT a competitive event. It is designed to offer a chance to extend beyond your
normally preferred distance and terrain. Remember that you and your team are riding together without support
along a defined route that you navigate yourself at your own pace.

3. Mark the date in your diary. On this tenth year we revert to our standard date Sunday 1st of May, 2011. This is a
great time of year - the Autumn cycling weather is cool but not cold, and there's enough daylight.

4. Choose your ride option from Three Hills - 60km; Five Hills - 100km; or Eight Hills - 160km. (See next page for the
Overview of Routes.) We particularly encourage riders to take the 60km option as a step up from our Easy-Medium
and Medium rides. The hills in this event are longer but mostly not as steep as many of those on easier BN rides.

5. Choose your team of 2, 3 or 4 people of similar riding ability and a sense of teamwork. You will stay in this team
up hill and down dale, helping each other with the physical and mental challenges of the day. And of course you'll
share your successes at the end. You must find a team yourself and the best way is to chat to others on rides or
use the Bike North Chat email list.

6. Pre-Register on the BNCC Registration Form by Friday 15 April. Pre-registration by this date is compulsory and
there are no on-the-day entries. The BNCC is a FREE event for members only, but new members can join and
then ride, so tell your friends about the BNCC and Bike North.

7. Get on your bike and train. The event is designed to be a challenge for all riders, so get in the spirit and challenge
yourself. With your team chosen, you can help each other train and stretch yourself to a new level. Ride as many
Bike North rides as you can, or train on your own, or in events. The Easter Tour de Cowra is a great way to finish
off your training and taper down.

8. Prepare your bike for the day. All bikes must be in tip-top condition so a pre-event service is strongly
recommended. It is essential to carefully inspect your tyres and your brake blocks, which should be replaced if
showing signs of excessive wear.

9. BNCC Eve: eat and drink properly the day before and prepare all the necessary items (see next page for What to
Bring). On the day: attend the ride briefing and head off at a steady pace, stopping for food and drink as you see
fit.

10. Finish the ride and then stay around for the post-ride BBQ and celebrations. Your non-riding friends and family can
welcome you in and join in the fun. Cheer on all the others who finish after you.

More information and the Registration form is available on
the Bike North Annual Events web page
http://www.bikenorth.org.au/cycling/annual_events.php
or follow the link from the Calendar entry on 1 May 
or contact the event organiser Doug Stewart
(speedwell74@yahoo.com) / 9874 5594 directly.

Scan and email your form to the organiser or snail-mail it
to Bike North Century Challenge, PO Box 719, Gladesville
NSW 1675. Remember the due date of 15 April!
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2011 BNCC - Overview of routes
A full ride guide is available on the BNCC web page - see
http://www.bikenorth.org.au/cycling/annual_events.php

60k - Bound for Berowra and Bobbo

Grade = Medium-Hard. Average : at least 12 kph.
Route : Wahroonga, Galston Gorge, Berowra Waters, Bobbin Head, Wahroonga
Overall time: 4 to 6 hours (allows 1 hour stopping)
Briefing 8:45. Start in groups from 9:00am. Finish: 1:00pm to 3:00pm

100km - The Classic Century

Grade = Hard. Average : at least 17 kph.
Route : Wahroonga, Galston Gorge, Berowra Waters, Hawkesbury River, Mt White
(part), Bobbin Head, Wahroonga
Overall time: 6 to 8 hours (allows 2 hours stopping)
Briefing 7:45. Start in groups from 8:00am. Finish: 2:00pm to 4:00pm

160km - The Mike Bate Imperial Century

Grade = Very Hard. Average : at least 22 kph.
Route : Wahroonga, Bobbin Head, Mt White (part), Berowra Waters, Galston
Gorge, Wahroonga, Galston Gorge, Berowra Waters, Bobbin Head, Wahroonga
Overall time: 8 to 10 hours (allows 3 hours stopping)
Briefing 6:45. Start in groups from 7:00am. Finish: 3:00pm to 5:00pm

2011 BNCC - What to Bring
EVERY rider MUST have these items (otherwise you can't start)

a suitable bike for the event in TOP mechanical condition
helmet, water bottle, wind or rain jacket, working legal tail light

EVERY 160km rider MUST have in addition:

working legal head light on each bike

EVERY Riding Group MUST have at least:

tyre pump, 1 spare tube of the correct size per bike, puncture repair kit,
appropriate tools
bike computer, basic first aid kit, mobile phone, cash (for food, drink, train ticket)
a copy of the BNCC Ride Guide
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My 2010 BNCC
by Keith Griffin

Last year, I was dreading the most difficult of the Autumn Classics, the BNCC 165km
loop. I realised some months out from the event that I would need to decide either to
prepare well, or opt for a nice relaxing day sitting in a chair reading a book and handing
out jelly beans to tired cyclists at a checkpoint. Given that Fran was very keen to ride,
and she was not really sure with whom she could team up, my choice was made for me.

We were unable to get away to do
Loop the Lake; we've never done
Tour de Hills and again it fell on a
day when we would not be able to
ride. Therefore we began training on
our own: we started doing more
rides, Thursday evening training was
reborn and our weekend rides
moved to harder and longer ones
where possible.

What I should explain is that not
only had we decided to enter the

Blayney to Bathurst short course (B2B, 70kms) but Fran had decided to enter the NSW
Hill climb championship with a climb up Mt Panorama (using a service road, very steep!).
The weekend before would be Tour de Cowra, and thus provide excellent final training
with 4 days of good rides, a day off and then a few easier rides on our own before
moving to Bathurst on the Friday afternoon.

Our lead up training to TdC worked well and we both felt pretty good. But best of all was
the large number of people taking part in TdC and having a great time.

With TdC over, we took a day off, then did some relatively easy rides for the next few
days, not wanting to have tired legs for the B2B. Fran's hill climb was early-ish on the
Saturday, and she did really well in the hill climb and now has a medal to prove it. Next
day was the drive to Blayney for our luxuriously late 10 am start. Soon we were riding
toward Bathurst the long but very scenic way.

I had not prepared myself mentally for this at
all, partly because it was not very long, and
partly because I was concentrating on the
work we had been doing with equipment for
the events. The advice always proffered for
these events is "get into a good peloton and
stick with them". Previously I had tried this
and over-exerted myself too early, so this
year I decided to ignore everyone else and
ride at my own pace. To my delight I found
that no-one was passing me, and I was passing many riders.

During the ride we were both so grateful for the skills we have learned in Bike North.
There were few other riders out on course who knew how to ride in a rolling pace line,
very few who knew how to spin up hills and few who could descend well. Bike North had
an outstanding day with at least ten riders in the event, each achieving an excellent
finishing time.

I remained calm, but still dreaded the final pinnacle of my Autumn Classics: the BNCC
165km ride. Fran and I would ride with Doug Stewart, who we knew would be cruising
while we struggled. Once again, sensible preparation combined with skills and experience
gained in Bike North stood us in good stead, and we finished with our best-ever average
speed (Doug could have done it faster, but hey...) for that distance. Best of all, we felt
good at the end. I am usually a wreck for at least two days after the BNCC and this time
I recovered very quickly and was back out training on the following Tuesday.

If you've not done any of the Autumn Classics, give it a go. Try one this year, and then
move to doing more next year. Certainly it takes some planning and training, but the
rewards of so much great cycling in such scenic places are great, and the camaraderie
among the Bike North participants in these events is extraordinary. There is so much free
advice, help and information available from experienced riders in Bike North. Use this
resource, observe how people ride and what they say at the coffee stop. Ask questions.

See you on an Autumn Classic soon!
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Hot Pursuit
by Wendy Jannings

I was interested to read in Chainmail No 74 (Jan 2011) of Fran Griffinʼs hot pursuit of a
Cycling NSW racing licence.

I must relate a tale told to me by a fellow BN recreational rider, called Sue.

Sue was queuing at the Parramatta Park café when she thought she noticed Fran go by
on the Park circuit. Having collected her order, Sue proceeded to her table, and yes there
was Fran going by again on the circuit. Sue sat down and was about to sip her beverage
when once again she saw Fran whizzing by. She then noted, that at each lifting of her
cup for a sip, there was Fran powering by.

It had been Sueʼs intention to have a quiet sit-down at the cafe but by the end of her
coffee, she was feeling quite tired.

Bike For Life 2011
The next date for the Bike for Life skills day is Sunday March 13th at Willoughby Leisure
Centre.

The Essential Skills course will be on again 2-3 times in 2011.

A higher level skills course, Safe On-road Cycling, based around on-road riding skills -
particularly for transport and commuting - is being offered on the same day at the same
venue as the Essential Skills day. This course was piloted at 2010 Bike Week and now
will become a regular offering as part of Bike for Life. New promotional leaflets are
available that cover the information for both courses. While Bike for Life Essential Skills
focuses on bike handling skills and riding confidently in lower stress environments, the
new Safe On-road course covers riding and hazard perception in environments you may
be sharing with other vehicles - such as roads with traffic lights, changing lanes,
roundabouts, and around town centres such as Chatswood. This course is a single day
only - it doesn't have follow-up coaching buddy rides.

For more information, see http://www.bikenorth.org.au/bike4life/

Macquarie Community College
Brochure
The curriculum for the two Bike for Life courses is
listed in the Macquarie Community College Summer
2011 brochure. The connection with the Community
College may attract interest from different participants.
Registrations will be taken through both the BN
website or the MCC office/web.

Financially for Bike North, it is preferable for people to register through the BN web page,
so if doing word of mouth promotion for Bike for Life Courses, please direct people to the
BN web page.
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Hear the Thunder, it’s the Tour Down
Under
by Mal Hart

Well, thatʼs how the theme tune goes. If youʼve harboured dreams of seeing elite bike
racing by the worldʼs best cyclists up close, then youʼd better put Adelaide in January into
the diary.

Having spent just five days in Adelaide at this yearʼs TDU, I can highly recommend this to
you as a fantastic event which is much easier and cheaper to access than the big races
in Europe.

Accessibility of the racing
The TDU obviously doesnʼt have the mighty cols of the high mountains of Europe. But nor
does it have the crowds and camper-vans! Over 770,000 people watched the TDU this
year and all with ready access and great viewing spots to the racers at the start, during
and end of the race. Thatʼs right: on the course - not 6 rows back! You can easily watch
the teams go through their preparations before the start, and even get a few autographs.
There is plenty of opportunity to perve at the Pinarello porn. Plus you can actually get to
the finish line to see who won.

There are plenty of good spots to enjoy and view the race. For example on the Willunga
stage, we rode down to Willunga from Adelaide on the cycleway to the McLaren Vale
(50kms), watched riders prepare, saw the start, then rode up Willunga Hill and back and
planted ourselves in a restaurant to dine as the riders came past twice, and we saw the
finish on TV. Of course we then rode back after a couple more sherbets!

Stuart O'Grady leading the breakaway on Stage 6
Having seen a couple of stages of the Tour de France some years ago, you just canʼt get
that access to the real action. Compare this to riding up a col at 9am, siting there for 6
hours until the riders come past in about 20mins, and then you ride home. Much more
comfortable in Adelaide I think. In Europe the riders are so “focused” they tend to spend
most of their time in the team bus. Being early in the season the riders are reasonably
relaxed, in part also because they stay at the one location rather than move on each
night.
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The Atmosphere
The city really gets into it with cyclists everywhere in and around Adelaide. The small
towns on the race route really get into it and make it a great community event. For
example in Stirling on stage 3 there were BBQs and picnics in the well-shaded park as
everyone relaxed in between the riders coming through. Then you just walk down the hill
a bit to see the finish line. This makes for a great family-friendly event.

The Riding
The route is very accessible to non-racing riders each day. You can get a great dayʼs
cycling in by riding to the start or your spot on the course, see the race and then mosey
on home. [A tip: if you arenʼt in a tour group, it may be great to have a non-cycling sober
driver to help on some days with the trip back.]

Riding in Adelaide itself is quite friendly with flat terrain and many marked cycleways both
on and off road. If you donʼt ride up to the race, there is always the option to ride down to
the beach strip at Glenelg (about 12kms from the city). Or there are the Adelaide Hills,
which have great scenery with some undulating terrain dotted with quaint villages and
great coffee stops. To give you an idea I managed to get in 370kms of riding over 5 days,
making it a worthwhile holiday from a fitness point of view.

The Community Challenge Ride
You really must do the community challenge ride: where you ride the race course ahead
of the riders and finish across the race finish line. This yearʼs route went from Norwood
up the scenic Torrens River gorge and through the Adelaide Hills to Strathalbyn. The
course undulates over 135km, but other, shorter, options are available.

I can report that this is a very pleasant day's riding, though it is a challenge. This yearʼs
route took in Checker Hill which is 800m of climbing starting at 10% grade, rising to more
than 22% with an average of 15%. About 25% of riders were still going at the top, so
thatʼs the goal for the year ahead for me.

The organisation of this yearʼs Challenge ride was fantastic, with good traffic control by
the police and lots of water/PowerAde stops in addition to the village cafés.

Riding the finishing straight was also pretty cool at the end.

The Tour Village
The TDU has created a Tour Village in Victoria Square outside the Hilton. Each day all
the teams have their mechanics working on the bikes for the next day. You can see what
they do and ask them questions. Great chance to see the behind the scenes workings
which you donʼt see in Europe.

The mechanics' daily grind in the Tour Village
This year Garmin had a stand with all their GPS devices, which you could play with. Each
afternoon two of their riders would come and chat with fans for about an hour in the
Village. Channel 7 held live news crosses to the winner of each stage.

Some bike manufacturers had display stands. Shimano had a trainer set-up with Di2 so
you could take it for a spin and see how fantastic this new shifting is. (I found it to be not
much different to normal Campy Chorus really.)

They also had a big screen set-up with a bar, which made viewing the nightly highlights
package from SBS quite pleasant.
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The Legends Dinner
This is definitely a highlight of the week. All the riders and teams attend, along with other
glitterati from the cycling world, at the Adelaide Convention Centre. This year Paul
Sherwen interviewed Lance Armstrong about his career highlights and Phil Liggett did a
great job presenting, and interviewing stars of the Commonwealth Games and World
Championships.

A couple of cycling Legends at the dinner
It was a real pleasure to be able to meet the riders, who were very obliging with their time
for autographs, photos or just to chat. I still pinch myself: where in the world can you go
as a mug punter and talk to the worldʼs top elite sporting talent? Certainly not in Europe,
and I reckon not in any other sport. It's credit to the riders that they are so approachable
and hospitable.

Surprisingly, the riders were all still there at 11:30pm on the beers. Guess they didnʼt
start till 1:30pm the next day!!

The Racing
The racing is tight and the sprinting is up there with the best in the world, as even Lance
acknowledged.

Lance charges through Stirling (Stage 3)
So you can tell that I really enjoyed my time. Adelaide and the TDU organisers have
worked hard to put on a great event and they have definitely succeeded. Even the police
got a cheer at the Legends Dinner.

So make sure you go - and enjoy!!
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